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I. Introduction

On January 5, 1994, Helen of Troy Corporation 
announced a special meeting of shareholders to vote 
upon an exchange agreement pursuant to which Helen 
of Troy Corporation would be acquired by Helen of Troy 
Limited. Helen of Troy Corporation was incorporated 
in Texas, while Helen of Troy Limited was organized in 
Bermuda. The Bermuda company was, in the words of 
the proxy, “formed to facilitate the change of domicile” 
of the Texas company.1 Three months later, on April 18, 
1994, the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) released Notice 
94-462 causing shareholder gain to be recognized under 
Code Sec. 367(a) in outbound stock-for-stock transac-
tions along the lines that Helen of Troy contemplated. 
The Internal Revenue Service perceived a threat to the 
corporate tax base, stating that it had become “concerned 
that widely-held U.S. companies with foreign subsidiaries 
recently have undertaken restructurings for tax-motivated 
purposes.”3

The release of Notice 94-46 was a pivotal moment. 
Prior to that time, Code Sec. 367(a) had not expressly 
been used to protect against erosion of the domestic 
corporate tax base. By the same token, since that time, 
a host of protections against erosion of the domestic 
corporate tax base via corporate expatriations have been 
enacted or promulgated. The time is ripe to re-examine 
the role of Code Sec. 367(a) in protecting against cor-
porate base erosion.

From a practitioner’s perspective, a starting point is the 
difficulty of applying Reg. §1.367(a)-3(c), the so-called 
“Helen of Troy” regulations (the “Helen Regulations”) that 
stemmed from Notice 94-46. As will be discussed, they are 
vague, rigid and overbroad. They include an IRS ruling 
process that could, in theory, function as a safety valve but 
does not, in fact, compensate sufficiently for the anomalies 
in the Helen Regulations. The Helen Regulations should 
be modernized.

The question then arises as to what tax policies such 
a modernization should advance. Code Sec. 367(a)(1) 
by its terms taxes shareholders and is thus a natural tool 
for treating transactions that resemble sales of domestic 
target stock by shareholders as sales. Less obvious is the 
use of Code Sec. 367(a)(1) to address concerns about 
the taxation of domestic target corporations themselves. 
To put the point: do we need the Helen Regulations 
to protect against erosion of the domestic corporate 
tax base?4

As is well known, the U.S. federal income tax is a “clas-
sical” system. It imposes tax on corporate-level income 
and separately imposes tax on shareholder-level income. 

Corporate-level taxes do not offset or reduce shareholder-
level taxes or vice versa.5 Protection of the shareholder-level 
tax base and protection of the corporate-level tax base 
are separate policies of the federal income tax system. 
Consistent with our classical system, the implementation 
of these policies is typically reflected in separate provisions 
of the Internal Revenue Code. The Helen Regulations con-
tain elements of each, however, delineating transactions 
eligible for an exception to the general gain recognition 
rule of Code Sec. 367(a)(1).6

Code Sec. 367(a)(1) was originally intended to 
prevent taxpayers from engaging in transactions that 
resemble sales for cash without recognizing gain. Over 
time, the most blatant types of disguised sales by 
shareholders have been countered by other rules. But, 
Code Sec. 367(a)(1) has continued to protect against 
appreciated assets leaving U.S. taxing jurisdiction on a 
tax-deferred basis in circumstances where the appreci-
ated asset is, or seems likely eventually to be, sold by 
the foreign acquiror.

The question whether the Helen Regulations have an 
additional role—protecting against domestic corporate 
base erosion—raises questions of Congressional intent, 
practical deterrence and alignment of rule with policy. 
As will be seen, while Congressional intent seems to 
support gain recognition in certain circumstances to 
protect against corporate base erosion, it does not sup-
port the breadth of the Helen Regulations. The deterrent 
effect of the Helen Regulations with respect to corpo-
rate expatriations seems debatable, especially in light 
of the numerous other rules that have been enacted or 
promulgated since adoption of the Helen Regulations. 
And, the misalignment of the Helen Regulations with 
a policy to deter corporate base erosion seems clear, as 
the Helen Regulations impose tax on shareholders, not 
the domestic target.

Thus, as discussed below, the Helen Regulations could 
be redirected in at least three alternative ways. One 
approach would treat the foreign acquiror as domestic 
(that is, not provide any special rule for foreign acquirors) 
on the view that the shareholder- and corporate-level con-
cerns at play have been addressed in other more targeted 
and efficient ways. A second would be to conform the 
Helen Regulations to the Code Sec. 367(a) regulations 
that address transfers of foreign stock and securities on 
the view that Code Sec. 367(a) continues to play a role in 
addressing concerns about shareholder-level gain. Finally, 
the Helen Regulations could be conformed to Code Sec. 
7874 in the sense that the threshold for shareholder-level 
gain recognition would be the 60 percent threshold of 
Code Sec. 7874, generally calculated consistent with 
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Code Sec. 7874, on the view that Code Sec. 367(a) may 
continue to play a role in monitoring both shareholder- 
and corporate-level policies.

Part II of this article discusses technical challenges in 
applying the Helen Regulations, especially the “substanti-
ality test” of Reg. §1.367(a)-3(c)(3)(iii) (the “Substantiality 
Test”). Part III argues that shareholder tax avoidance was 
the principal concern of Code Sec. 367 (and its predeces-
sors) from the time of enactment in 1932 until the IRS 
issued Notice 94-46 seeking to combat corporate base 
erosion using Code Sec. 367(a). Part IV summarizes key 
protections against base erosion since 1994 and analyzes 
the extent to which Congress has expressed a view through 
these changes about the role of Code Sec. 367(a) in rela-
tion to corporate expatriations. Finally, Part V discusses 
three approaches to modernizing the Helen Regulations.

II. Technical challenges applying the 
helen regulations

The Helen Regulations are anachronistic and vague 
making them difficult to apply.7 This article does not 
seek to catalogue all the challenges and anomalies con-
tained in the Helen Regulations but rather identifies 
certain areas where modernization and updating would 
be important if the Helen Regulations are meant to be 
retained in anything like their current form. Further, 
the discussion below identifies specific areas where the 
Code Sec. 7874 regulations contain modern versions 
of concepts in the Helen Regulations where conformity 
could be desirable.

A. summary of the helen Regulations
The Helen Regulations provide that a transfer of stock or 
securities of a domestic corporation by a U.S. person to 
a foreign corporation that would otherwise be subject to 
Code Sec. 367(a)(1) is not so subject if, in addition to the 
domestic target complying with certain reporting require-
ments, (i) 50 percent or less of both the total voting power 
and the total value of the stock of the foreign acquiror is 
received in the transaction in the aggregate by U.S. persons 
that transfer stock or securities of the domestic target in 
exchange for stock of the foreign acquiror in the exchange 
(the “50 Percent Receipt Test”), (ii) 50 percent or less 
of each of the vote and value of the stock of the foreign 
acquiror is owned in the aggregate immediately after the 
transfer by U.S. persons that are officers or directors of 
the domestic target or five percent shareholders prior to 
the exchange of the domestic target (the “Control Group 
Test”), (iii) either the U.S. person is not a five percent 

shareholder in the foreign acquiror immediately after 
the exchange or the U.S. person is such a five percent 
shareholder and enters into a five-year gain recognition 
agreement in the form provided in Reg. §1.367(a)-8 and 
(iv) the active trade or business test of Reg. §1.367(a)-
3(c)(3) (the “Active Trade or Business Test”) is satisfied.8 
For purposes of the above, persons who exchange stock 
or securities of the domestic target for foreign acquiror 
stock are presumed to be U.S. persons (the “Domestic 
Shareholder Ownership Presumption”).9

The Active Trade or Business Test, in turn, has several 
components. The test is satisfied if (A) the foreign acquiror 
or any “qualified subsidiary” or “qualified partnership” 
is engaged in an active trade or business outside the 
United States for the entire 36 month period prior to the 
exchange, (B) at the time of the exchange, neither the 
transferors nor the foreign acquiror has an intention to 
substantially dispose of or discontinue such trade or busi-
ness and (C) the Substantiality Test is satisfied.10

The Helen Regulations contemplate a private letter rul-
ing procedure. The IRS may “in limited circumstances” 
issue a ruling to permit an exception to the gain recog-
nition rule of Code Sec. 367(a)(1) if a taxpayer cannot 
satisfy all the requirements of the Active Trade or Business 
Test, satisfies all the other requirements of the Helen 
Regulations and is “substantially in compliance” with the 
Active Trade or Business Test (the “Substantial Compliance 
Ruling Procedure”).11

B. substantiality Test
A primary example of the anachronism and vagueness 
of the Helen Regulations is the Substantiality Test.12 
The Substantiality Test states that the foreign acquiror 
“will be deemed” to satisfy the test if, “at the time of 
the transfer,” the “fair market value” of the foreign 
acquiror is at least equal to the “fair market value” of 
the domestic target.13

The regulation does not identify what fair market 
value is meant to be measured.14 In practice, the received 
wisdom is that the equity of the foreign acquiror and the 
equity of the domestic target are meant to be compared. 
It is unclear what the significance is, if any, of the “will be 
deemed” language. This could be read as suggesting that 
the foreign acquiror could satisfy the Substantiality Test in 
another way, which could be a reference to the Substantial 
Compliance Ruling Procedure, but the regulations do 
not make clear whether this is the connection or whether 
there is another way for the foreign acquiror to satisfy the 
Substantiality Test.

Another received wisdom is that the value of options 
outstanding at the domestic target and foreign acquiror 
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are disregarded for purposes of the Substantiality Test.15 
The Helen Regulations support this, but could be clearer. 
First, the Helen Regulations state that “[e]xcept as other-
wise provided in this section,” Code Sec. 318, as modified 
by Code Sec. 958(b), applies for purposes of determin-
ing the ownership or receipt of stock, securities or other 
property. Code Sec. 318 contains an option attribution 
rule. But, the Substantiality Test is not directly a deter-
mination of the ownership or receipt of stock, securities 
or other property. Thus, the Code Sec. 318 option attri-
bution rule would not seem to apply for purposes of the 
Substantiality Test.

The Helen Regulations also state that for purposes of 
“paragraph (c),” which is the entire Helen Regulation, 
including the Substantiality Test, an option is treated as 
exercised “and thus will be counted as stock for purposes 
of determining whether the 50 percent threshold is 
exceeded or whether a control group exists” if a principal 
purpose of the issuance or acquisition of the option was 
to avoid Code Sec. 367(a)(1). The 50 percent threshold 
would appear to be a reference to the 50 Percent Receipt 
Test. The “control group” reference is a reference to 
the Control Group Test. If the rule that options are 
only attributed in the case of a bad principal purpose is 
meant to apply to the Substantiality Test, the rule could 
be clearer.

The Regulations under Code Sec. 7874 contain a 
modern version of the treatment of options that is worth 
comparing to the treatment of options in the Helen 
Regulations. For purposes of Code Sec. 7874, an option 
is treated as stock with a value equal to the holder’s claim 
on the equity of the corporation.16 The excess of the value 
of the underlying share over the strike price of the option 
is treated as part of the value of the relevant corporation. 
But, an option is not treated as exercised for purposes of 
measuring voting power unless a principal purpose of the 
issuance or transfer of the option is to avoid Code Sec. 
7874.17 Moreover, an option is disregarded for purposes 
of measuring value if a principal purpose of the issu-
ance or acquisition of the option is to avoid Code Sec. 
7874 or the probability of the option being exercised is 
remote.18 The Code Sec. 7874 regulations’ approach to 
taking options into account for purposes of measuring 
value seems closer to economic reality than the appar-
ent approach of the Substantiality Test that generally 
disregards options.19

Although the Substantiality Test specifies that the 
relevant values are meant to be measured “at the time 
of the transfer,” they do not say whether such value 
may be determined by reference to a trailing average 
or historical values.20 Again, conventional wisdom is 

that only the values on the closing date are relevant. 
But, IRS rulings have taken a different approach, tak-
ing into account historic values and disregarding deal 
premium.21

Taking then the Substantiality Test to compare the fair 
market value of the equity of the domestic target and 
the foreign acquiror on the closing date, the passive asset 
deduction rule of Reg. §1.367(a)-3(c)(3)(iii)(B)(1)(i) (the 
“Passive Asset Deduction Rule”) contains anomalies. That 
rule is meant as an anti-stuffing rule. That is, the IRS 
does not want parties bolstering the value of the foreign 
acquiror in order to satisfy the Substantiality Test. The 
paradigm is of assets contributed to the foreign acquiror 
in exchange for foreign acquiror stock contemporaneously 
with the foreign acquiror’s acquisition of the domestic 
target. Such additional value is not meant to be included 
in the value of the foreign acquiror for purposes of the 
Substantiality Test.

Before discussing the staggering number of anoma-
lies inherent in the Passive Asset Deduction Rule, it is 
worth observing that Code Sec.7874 again contains 
a modern-day version of an anti-stuffing rule that 
could potentially be used in place of the Passive Asset 
Deduction Rule. Code Sec. 7874(c)(2)(B) disregards 
foreign acquiror stock sold in a public offering related 
to the acquisition. Reg. §1.7874-4 interprets the stat-
ute broadly, disregarding, among other stock, stock 
in the foreign acquiror that is transferred in exchange 
for cash, foreign acquiror obligations or certain other 
types of passive assets in an exchange that is related to 
the acquisition of the domestic target.22 That regulation 
goes out of its way to reinforce its anti-stuffing nature, 
stating that foreign acquiror stock is disregarded “only to 
the extent that the transfer of the stock in the exchange 
increases the fair market value of the assets” of the for-
eign acquiror.23 No such rationality exists in the Passive 
Asset Deduction Rule.

The Passive Asset Deduction Rule sweeps well beyond 
the paradigm of assets stuffed into the foreign acquiror 
on the brink of an acquisition such that the Passive Asset 
Deduction Rule is not a stuffing rule at all.24 The rule 
provides that the value of the foreign acquiror includes 
assets acquired outside the ordinary course of business 
within the 36-month period preceding the acquisition 
only if either (i) (A) the assets (or the proceeds thereof ) 
do not produce and are not held for the production 
of passive income as defined in Code Sec. 1297(b) 
and (B) the assets were not acquired for the principal 
purpose of satisfying the Substantiality Test (clause (i), 
the Not Passive and Not Bad Purpose Rule) or (ii) the 
assets consist of the stock of a qualified subsidiary or an 
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interest in a qualified partnership (clause (ii), the “Per 
Se OK Rule”).

First among the anomalies, the Passive Asset Deduction 
Rule deducts assets acquired without regard to whether 
they were acquired in exchange for foreign acquiror 
equity.25 If, as surmised, the Substantiality Test compares 
the fair market value of the equity of the foreign acquiror 
with the equity of the domestic target, it is not appar-
ent why assets acquired for other corporate assets, such 
as cash (whether cash on the balance sheet or cash that 
is borrowed), should be deducted from the value of the 
foreign acquiror. Of course, a tracing rule might be overly 
wooden. Thus, a sensible rule relating to stuffing would 
consider whether stock is issued or has been issued over a 
relevant period of time,26 but the Passive Asset Deduction 
Rule has no such reference to stock issued. Accordingly, by 
its terms, it deducts from the value of the foreign acquiror 
the value of assets that were not stuffed into the foreign 
acquiror in any sense.

The Passive Asset Deduction Rule is also anomalous 
in that it deducts a gross value from a net value.27 The 
value of the equity of the foreign acquiror is a net num-
ber. Generally, equity equals the value of the gross assets 
of a corporation less its liabilities. But, the value that is 
deducted under the Passive Asset Deduction Rule is a gross 
number, namely, the value of the assets covered by the rule. 
This can lead to counter-intuitive results. If a corporation 
has 1000 gross value of assets, 600 of liabilities and an asset 
covered by the rule worth 400, then the foreign acquiror’s 
value for purposes of the Substantiality Test is zero, a result 
that does not seem warranted.

As noted, under the Per Se OK Rule, acquisitions of 
stock of a qualified subsidiary or an interest in a quali-
fied partnership are not deducted from the value of the 
foreign acquiror under the Passive Asset Deduction Rule 
even if acquired within the prior 36 months outside the 
ordinary course.28 The Per Se OK Rule draws a sharp 
distinction between acquired corporations and acquired 
partnerships. In order to be covered by the Per Se OK 
Rule, a corporation must be foreign, while a partnership 
may be domestic or foreign. Moreover, the ownership 
threshold is 80 percent for corporations but only 25 
percent for partnerships. Furthermore, partnerships 
can qualify for the Per Se OK Rule under an active 
management test while corporations cannot. All these 
distinctions were drawn prior to the promulgation of 
the check-the-box entity classification regulations in 
1997 and thus do not reflect modern concepts of entity 
classification. In many cases, the foreign acquiror would 
not have made, or considered making, a classification 
election for U.S. federal income tax purposes, but 

potentially could have. While entity classification cer-
tainly matters in many areas of federal income tax law,29 
it is unclear why much should ride on the classification 
of an acquired entity for purposes of the Substantiality 
Test, as the Substantiality Test seeks to determine aggre-
gate value of the target and the acquiror and the Passive 
Asset Deduction Rule seeks to identify assets stuffed into 
the foreign acquiror.

Another difficulty with the Passive Asset Deduction 
Rule is the definition of passive assets. The regulation 
defines passive by reference to Code Sec. 1297(b). Code 
Sec. 1297(b) defines passive income to be income of a 
kind which would be foreign personal holding company 
income under Code Sec. 954(c) but provides an excep-
tion for, among other things, dividends from a related 
person within the meaning of Code Sec. 954(d)(3) to the 
extent the dividend is allocable to non-passive income 
of the related person. Code Sec. 954(c) defines foreign 
personal holding company income to include, among 
other things, dividends, and gain from the sale of prop-
erty that gives rise to dividends, but excludes dividends 
received from a related person organized, or having a 
substantial part of its assets used in a trade or business 
located in, the same foreign country as the recipient 
and excludes dividends from a related controlled foreign 
corporation to the extent attributable to active income 
of the dividend payor. Relatedness under Code Sec. 
954(d)(3) is a more-than-50 percent control test. From 
all this, the received wisdom tends to be that stock in 
domestic or foreign corporations acquired by the foreign 
acquiror within the 36 month period is not passive if 
the foreign acquiror owns more than 50 percent of such 
acquired corporation and if the acquired domestic or 
foreign corporation, as would typically be the case, earns 
primarily active income. But, again, the rule could be 
clearer. For example, some argue that ownership of 25 
percent of the corporation should be sufficient on the 
basis of the 25 percent look-through rule for passive 
foreign investment company purposes in Code Sec. 
1297(c). Further, it is unclear what the purpose of the 
Per Se OK Rule is in respect of foreign corporations if 
qualified subsidiaries are considered non-passive in any 
event on account of the Code Secs. 1297 and 954 rules 
mentioned above.

As noted, passive assets are deducted from the value 
of the foreign acquiror even if acquired with a good 
purpose. If the Passive Asset Deduction Rule covered 
stuffing transactions with a degree of precision, then it 
might be understandable to cover passive assets regard-
less of whether they were acquired with a bad purpose, 
as the IRS could appropriately prefer an objective rule, 
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rather than a purpose based rule. But, given the overbroad 
scope of the Passive Asset Deduction Rule and the fact 
that a good purpose does not turn the rule off, a ruling 
is required in many cases in order to achieve certainty. In 
the ruling context, the IRS has limited the Passive Asset 
Deduction Rule to passive assets acquired with a bad 
principal purpose.30 The Passive Asset Deduction Rule is 
in need of rationalization.

The Substantial Compliance Ruling Procedure cannot 
replace the need for modernization of the Substantiality 
Test. The IRS’s resources are limited. Nothing close to all 
transactions can be ruled upon. Even when rulings are 
potentially availing, they generally cannot be obtained on 
a time frame prior to signing a transaction.

Indeed, the historical reliance of Code Sec. 367 on 
rulings has declined over time, because it has always 
presented practical problems. When enacted in 1932, 
Code Sec. 112(k), the predecessor to Code Sec. 367, 
required taxpayers to obtain an advance ruling in all 
cases in order to avoid gain recognition. In 1971, the 
statute was amended to permit post-transaction rulings 
in limited circumstances.31 The advance ruling require-
ment for most transactions continued, however, to 
present problems, including “undue delay for taxpayers 
attempting to consummate perfectly proper business 
transactions” and the inability of a taxpayer to challenge 
the Commissioner’s determination regarding tax avoid-
ance purpose because the statute required the “satisfac-
tion of the Commissioner.”32 Thus, in 1976, the statute 
was again amended, providing, in the case of Code Sec. 
367(a) transactions, that rulings need not be sought to 
the extent provided in regulations and that, in cases where 
rulings were required, the request had to be filed no later 
than the close of the 183rd day following the beginning 
of the transfer.33 A 1984 amendment to Code Sec. 367 
eliminated ruling requirements altogether.34

The Substantial Compliance Ruling Procedure seems to 
be a vestige of this historical tendency to rely on rulings 
in the Code Sec. 367 context. That approach should be 
reconsidered. Code Sec. 7874 does not rely on a ruling 
procedure as a backstop. It is not apparent why Code Sec. 
367(a) could not likewise accommodate objective rules 
capable of being complied with by taxpayers without a 
ruling.

C. Domestic shareholder Presumption
As noted, the Helen Regulations presume that the former 
shareholders of the domestic target are U.S. persons.35 
The Domestic Shareholder Ownership Presumption 
may be rebutted, however, if the domestic target obtains 
statements (“Non-U.S. Ownership Statements”) from its 

shareholders that are not U.S. persons sufficient to dem-
onstrate that the 50 percent Receipt Test is satisfied.36 As 
well, the domestic target must include a special statement 
in its return compiling information relating to the 50 
percent Receipt Test.37

Even prior to the 2017 enactment of P.L. 115-97, 
known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the “TCJA”), 
obtaining Non-U.S. Ownership Statements would have 
been difficult, if not impossible, for a public company 
domestic target. To begin with, prior to signing a merger 
agreement involving a public company, confidentiality is 
paramount. Thus, contacting non-U.S. shareholders in 
advance of signing is not practical. After signing, such 
a contact may be practical but a non-U.S. shareholder 
may be disinclined to provide such a statement. The 
shareholder would not wish to be bound to retain the 
shares of the domestic target until closing. Shareholders 
prefer flexibility to sell at appropriate times. This problem 
can be avoided if the Non-U.S. Ownership Statement is 
provided after closing, but uncertainty around whether 
such a statement would be forthcoming prevents predict-
ability of tax consequences in advance and thus prevents 
clear disclosure in the domestic target’s proxy statement 
on the basis of which domestic target shareholders vote 
on the transaction.

Furthermore, the Non-U.S. Ownership Statement may 
be difficult or impossible for the shareholder to give even 
apart from questions about whether the owner will own 
shares at closing. To provide the statement, the owner 
must either (a) own less than one percent of the vote and 
value of the domestic target the stock of which is subject 
to Schedule 13D filing requirements (generally stock reg-
istered with the Securities and Exchange Commission)38 
or (b) not be related to any U.S. person to whom the 
stock or securities owned by the person making the 
statement are attributable under Code Sec. 958(b) (and, 
in either case, the owner cannot have acquired the stock 
with a principal purpose to enable the U.S. sharehold-
ers or security holders of the domestic target to satisfy 
the 50 percent Receipt Test). The Non-U.S. Ownership 
Statement from a one percent or greater shareholder thus 
requires the non-U.S. owner to analyze Code Sec. 958(b). 
Such an owner may be disinclined to hire an advisor to 
figure this out as the non-U.S. owner has no stake in 
whether the transaction qualifies for an exception to Code 
Sec. 367(a)(1). Indeed, a non-U.S. owner could perceive 
only a risk of liability and no advantage in providing a 
Non-U.S. Ownership Statement. Furthermore, now that 
Code Sec. 958(b)(4) has been repealed, the statement 
might well not be true of many non-U.S. persons own-
ing shares in the domestic target as there no longer is a 
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prohibition on downstream attribution from a non-U.S. 
person to a U.S. person under Code Sec. 958(b). Thus, as 
a practical matter, by their terms, the regulations provide 
little opportunity to rebut the Domestic Shareholder 
Ownership Presumption. The IRS should be open to 
alternative forms of proving non-U.S. ownership if non-
U.S. ownership remains relevant.

D. Code sec. 367(a) gain and spin-offs 
Before or After the Acquisition
The Helen Regulations also impede spin-offs that are 
intended to qualify for tax-free treatment under Code 
Sec. 355, because a taxable sale of stock under the Helen 
Regulations can have implications under the “device” and 
“active trade or business” rules of Code Sec. 355.

In the case of a purported Code Sec. 355 distribution 
followed by an acquisition of the distributing corpora-
tion or the controlled corporation by a foreign acquiror, 
the Helen Regulations can cast doubt on whether the 
distribution satisfies the device test under Code Sec. 
355 if the Helen Regulations require shareholder gain 
recognition upon the acquisition by the foreign acquiror. 
Under the device test of Code Sec. 355(a)(1)(B), Code 
Sec. 355 does not apply to a transaction that facilitates 
“the avoidance of the dividend provisions of the Code 
through the subsequent sale or exchange of stock of one 
corporation and the retention of the stock of another 
corporation.”39 One could argue that a post-spin-off 
acquisition resulting in Code Sec. 367(a) gain recogni-
tion implicates the device test, because a shareholder 
recognizes gain at capital gains rates and obtains a 
corresponding basis step up in the stock of the foreign 
acquiror. Likewise, a taxable acquisition of stock of a 
distributing or controlled corporation for stock of a 
domestic acquiror arguably implicates the device test. 
But, for the reasons mentioned below, neither of them 
should implicate the device test.

The question of device in a publicly traded context 
where dividends are taxed at the same rate as long term 
capital gains and stock may readily be sold for cash is 
debatable. One could argue that no such spin-offs (or all 
of them) should be considered a device. But, the rules have 
never gone in that direction. Instead, a sale or exchange 
negotiated or agreed upon before the distribution is 
substantial evidence of device (the “Pre-Negotiated Sale 
Device Factor”).40 But, a disposition of the stock of one 
of the corporations pursuant to a plan of reorganization 
does not contravene the device test if no gain or loss or 
only an insubstantial amount of gain is recognized (the 
“Reorganization Exception”).41 In a case where Code Sec. 

367(a) imposes gain recognition, the transaction would 
not appear to fit within the Reorganization Exception, 
because gain is recognized.42

But, the rationale for the Reorganization Exception 
supports the notion that a taxable acquisition in which 
the acquiror pays only with its own stock is not a device. 
That is, the corollary of the Reorganization Exception is 
that neither a taxable acquisition by a domestic acquiror 
for domestic acquiror stock nor an acquisition by a 
foreign acquiror in which shareholders recognize gain 
under Code Sec. 367(a) should be a device. In these cases, 
the acquiror makes no outlay of cash, or indeed of any 
property, owned by the acquiror, only of the acquiror’s 
own shares.

The device test relates to avoidance of the dividend 
provisions of the Code, a bailout of earnings of the 
corporation at capital gains rates. Thus, the device test 
seeks to identify transactions in which cash (or other 
property) reflecting earnings of the corporation finds 
its way into the hands of shareholders. A taxable sale 
of stock is evidence of a device on the thought that the 
acquiror may well need to cause the acquired corpora-
tion to pay a distribution to the acquiror to replenish 
the funds used by the acquiror to buy the acquired cor-
poration’s stock. Just as cash should not move directly 
from a corporation to its shareholders without Code Sec. 
301 applying, nor should cash move indirectly from the 
corporation, through the acquiror, to the corporation’s 
historic shareholders. The acquiror and the acquired 
corporation are a unit, and just as cash from the acquired 
corporation would have implicated device, so does cash 
from the acquiror.

In the case of an acquisition giving rise to Code Sec. 
367(a) gain recognition, those concerns regarding an 
indirect bailout are not at play. Likewise in the case of 
a domestic acquiror that pays all stock. The acquisition 
is not a means to move cash, or any other property of 
the distributing corporation, to its shareholders, as the 
shareholders receive only acquiror stock in the acquisi-
tion. This is indeed the rationale for the Reorganization 
Exception and should apply equally to taxable transac-
tions involving consideration all in the form of stock of 
the acquiror. The only difference between a transaction 
that results in Code Sec. 367(a) gain recognition and 
one that does not is that the acquiror is foreign rather 
than domestic, and thus it is difficult to see how the 
former involves a bailout and the second does not. By 
the same token, where acquiror stock is the consideration 
for the acquisition, the shareholder remains invested 
in the acquired corporation through the shareholder’s 
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ownership of the acquiror stock and thus the shareholder 
should not be viewed as having made a “subsequent 
sale or exchange,” as contemplated by Reg. §1.355-2(d)
(1) in the case of a device. Indeed, in articulating the 
Reorganization Exception, Reg. §1.355-2(d)(2)(iii)(E) 
treats “the stock received in the exchange … as the stock 
surrendered in the exchange.” In the case of a dividend, 
by contrast, the shareholder disinvests of a portion of 
the shareholder’s stock ownership by receiving cash or 
other property. The IRS agreed in LTR 201232014 that 
Code Sec. 367 gain recognition did not implicate the 
device test.43

Another scenario in which the Helen Regulations 
impede tax-free treatment under Code Sec. 355 is 
where a domestic target is acquired by a foreign 
acquiror in a transaction giving rise to Code Sec. 
367(a) gain recognition and then, within five years, 
the domestic target is meant to distribute stock of a 
controlled corporation to the foreign acquiror (an 
“internal distribution”) and the foreign acquiror is 
meant to further distribute either the distributing 
or controlled corporation to the foreign acquiror’s 
shareholders (an “external distribution”) in a series of 
tax-free distributions under Code Sec. 355.

The “active trade or business test” of Code Sec. 355(b) 
would appear to be violated both in the case of the inter-
nal distribution and the external distribution. But, the 
policies of Code Sec. 355(b) are not violated by reason 
of a distribution following an acquisition in which Code 
Sec. 367(a) gain is recognized, because the acquisition 
does not involve a payment of anything other than 
foreign acquiror stock and because Code Sec. 367(a) 
gain does not correspond to basis in the hands of the 
foreign acquiror in the stock of the domestic target. Code 
Sec. 355(b)(2)(C) and (D) are the relevant limitations 
to the tax-free treatment of the internal and external 
distributions, but the transaction does not violate their 
purposes, as described in the proposed active trade or 
business regulations:

The common purpose of section 355(b)(2)(C) and 
(D) is to prevent the direct or indirect acquisition of 
the trade or business to be relied on by a corporation 
in exchange for assets in anticipation of a distribution 
to which section 355 would otherwise apply. An addi-
tional purpose of section 355(b)(2)(D) is to prevent 
a distributee corporation from acquiring control of 
distributing in anticipation of a distribution to which 
section 355 would otherwise apply, enabling the dis-
position of controlled stock without recognizing the 
appropriate amount of gain.44

Starting with the internal distribution, Code Sec. 355(b)
(2)(D) was intended to preclude perceived end-runs 
around repeal of General Utilities,45 specifically, where 
a parent corporation acquires a target corporation in a 
transaction that provides the parent corporation with fair 
market value basis in the stock of the target, then causes 
the target to distribute a controlled corporation to the 
parent under Code Sec. 355 resulting in the parent’s high 
outside stock basis being allocated between the parent’s 
stock in the distributing and controlled corporations and 
then sells the distributing or controlled corporation in a 
taxable transaction.46 In such case, if all went according 
to the parent corporation’s plan, the parent corporation 
would have indirectly sold a portion of the target’s busi-
ness with gain or loss determined based on the taxpayer’s 
outside basis in the target stock, a perceived violation of 
General Utilities repeal.

The policy is not implicated in the case at hand, 
however.47 To begin with, the transaction targeted by 
Code Sec. 355(b)(2)(D) involves a taxable disposition 
of distributing or controlled by the distributee parent 
corporation. Here, the foreign acquiror intends to 
dispose by means of a tax-free external Code Sec. 355 
distribution.

Second, even if the distributee parent corporation’s 
disposition of distributing or controlled were to be tax-
able in some sense, the parent corporation is the foreign 
acquiror, not a U.S. taxpayer. Thus, the link between the 
target shareholders’ gain on the acquisition for U.S. federal 
income tax purposes and the foreign acquiror’s tax basis 
for U.S. federal income tax purposes does not exist, since 
the foreign acquiror’s jurisdiction’s rules would govern the 
foreign acquiror’s tax treatment.

Finally, even if one were to believe there is relevance 
to the foreign acquiror’s tax basis under U.S. federal 
income tax rules, again, there is no link between the 
Code Sec. 367(a) gain recognized by the domestic tar-
get shareholders and the foreign acquiror, because the 
foreign acquiror’s tax basis is generally net asset basis,48 
a calculation that does not reflect the target sharehold-
ers’ gain. Indeed, the proposed “active trade or business” 
regulations confirm that Code Sec. 355(b)(2)(D) is not 
violated if the distributee corporation’s basis in the stock 
of distributing is “determined in whole by reference to 
the transferor’s basis.”49 Under the net asset basis con-
struct, the distributee corporation’s basis is determined by 
reference to the target’s basis in its assets (less liabilities). 
The target should be viewed as the transferor, satisfying 
the proposed regulation. In LTR 201551005, the IRS 
held consistently that boot in a Code Sec. 368(a)(1)(A)  
reorganization did not cause Code Sec. 355(b)(2)(D)  
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to be violated in the case of a subsequent distribution 
by an acquired subsidiary of a controlled corporation to 
the acquiror, because the distributee corporation’s basis 
was not increased on account of the target shareholders’ 
gain recognition arising from the boot. In the ruling, the 
taxpayer represented that the acquiror’s basis in the stock 
of the acquired subsidiary was equal to, and determined 
in whole by reference to, the target’s basis in such stock.

By the same token, the external distribution could 
be viewed as running afoul of Code Sec. 355(b)(2)(C) 
on account of the Code Sec. 367(a) gain recognized on 
foreign acquiror’s acquisition of domestic target, but, as 
above, the Code Sec. 367(a) gain does not violate the 
policies of Code Sec. 355(b)(2)(C). Code Sec. 355(b)
(2)(C) was intended to backstop the device test.50 While 
the device test monitors against distributions of assets, 
especially liquid assets, to shareholders in transactions 
that resemble dividends, Code Sec. 355(b)(2)(C) pre-
vents those assets from being used by the distributing 
corporation to acquire an active trade or business that is 
then spun off in a purported Code Sec. 355 distribution. 
Just as a distribution of assets, such as cash, to share-
holders followed by the shareholders’ exchange of those 
assets for an active trade or business is not meant to be 
covered by Code Sec. 355, neither is the corporation’s 
exchange of cash for an active trade or business followed 
by a distribution of the active trade or business meant 
to be covered. But, these principles do not apply in the 
case of an acquisition by a foreign acquiror of a domestic 
target giving rise to Code Sec. 367(a) gain. In the case 
of the external distribution, Code Sec. 355(b)(2)(C)  
could be seen to be violated by its terms on the grounds 
that the foreign acquiror acquired the active trade or 
business in the acquisition of the domestic target and 
Code Sec. 367(a) gain was recognized. But, this gain does 
not arise from an outflow of liquid assets, or indeed any 
assets, from the foreign acquiror. Thus, Code Sec. 367(a) 
gain recognition does not seem pertinent to the policies 
underlying the active trade or business test. The only 
difference between a transaction giving rise to Code Sec. 
367(a) gain recognition and one that does not is that the 
acquiror is foreign, rather than domestic.

Amending the Helen Regulations in a manner that 
generally does away with shareholder-level gain recogni-
tion would help with the above types of transactions. 
But, doing so might not be sufficient in all cases. If the 
Helen Regulations continue to apply in the case of certain 
shareholders required to file a gain recognition agreement, 
taxpayers may continue to be concerned that gain recogni-
tion on account of a shareholder failing to enter into a gain 
recognition agreement, or a gain recognition agreement 

being triggered, could implicate the device or active trade 
or business tests in the situations described above. Thus, 
clarification from the IRS would be desirable to the effect 
that, specifically, Code Sec. 367(a) gain recognition does 
not implicate Code Sec. 355.

III. Shareholder Tax avoidance  
as a—or the Only—Policy of  
code Sec. 367(a)

The above discussion has shown that the Helen 
Regulations are in need of modernization. But, any 
update should occur in light of policy goals. A consistent 
theme in the legislative history of Code Sec. 367(a) is 
the policy against shareholder tax avoidance, as discussed 
below.51 It is certainly arguable that this is and should 
be the only policy of Code Sec. 367(a) and that Code 
Sec. 367(a) should not also be used to protect against 
corporate base erosion. This argument is strong, although 
perhaps not as clear cut as one might have thought at 
first blush.

A. 1932 enactment of Code sec. 112(k)
The predecessor to Code Sec. 367 was enacted as Code 
Sec. 112(k) in 1932. It provided for a broad override of 
non-recognition treatment unless an advance ruling was 
obtained. Under Code Sec. 112(k), in determining the 
extent to which gain would be recognized in the case of 
various exchanges that otherwise would have qualified for 
non-recognition:

a foreign corporation shall not be considered as a 
corporation, unless, prior to such exchange or distribu-
tion, it has been established to the satisfaction of the 
Commissioner that such exchange or distribution is not 
in pursuance of a plan having as one of its principal 
purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes.52

The Report of the Ways and Means Committee graphi-
cally describes Congress’s concern. Congress did not want 
to afford non-recognition treatment to a transaction that 
resembled a sale by a shareholder owning appreciated 
stock. The transaction described by the Ways and Means 
Committee involves a purported reorganization in which 
a newly formed foreign corporation acquires the stock of 
a domestic corporation from a U.S. citizen for foreign 
acquiror stock in a purported non-recognition transaction, 
sells the stock of the domestic corporation for cash, drops 
the cash proceeds into a domestic controlled corpora-
tion and distributes the stock of the domestic controlled 
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corporation in another purported non-recognition trans-
action to the U.S. citizen who is the former shareholder 
of the domestic corporation that was sold:

Property may be transferred to foreign corporations 
without recognition of gain under the exchange 
and reorganization sections of the existing law. 
This constitutes a serious loophole for avoidance of 
taxes. Taxpayers having large unrealized profits in 
securities may transfer such securities to corpora-
tions organized in countries imposing no tax upon 
the sale of capital assets. Then, by subsequent sale 
of these assets in the foreign country, the entire tax 
upon the capital gain is avoided. For example, A, 
an American citizen, owns 100,000 shares of stock 
in corporation X, a domestic corporation, which 
originally cost him $1,000,000 but now has a market 
value of $10,000,000. Instead of selling the stock 
outright A organizes a corporation under the laws of 
Canada to which he transfers the 100,000 shares of 
stock in exchange for the entire capital stock of the 
Canadian company. This transaction is a nontaxable 
exchange. The Canadian corporation sells the stock 
of corporation X for $10,000,000 in cash. The latter 
transaction is exempt from tax under the Canadian 
law and is not taxable as United States income under 
the present law. The Canadian corporation organizes 
corporation Y under the laws of the United States and 
transfers the $10,000,000 cash received upon the sale 
of corporation X’s stock in exchange for the entire 
capital stock of Y. The Canadian corporation then 
distributes the stock of Y to A in connection with a 
reorganization. By this series of transactions, A has 
had the stock of X converted into cash and now has 
it in complete control.53

The specific transaction that the 1932 Ways and Means 
Committee worried about would not pass muster under 
current law for numerous reasons.54 Indeed, even at 
the time, the Committee believed that the transaction 
might not succeed in avoiding gain recognition but 
nonetheless enacted Code Sec. 112(k) to eliminate 
opportunities for abuse along the lines of the transac-
tion described above:

While it is probable that the courts will not hold all 
transactions of this nature to be tax-free exchanges, 
the committee is convinced that the existing law 
may afford opportunity for substantial tax avoid-
ance. To prevent this avoidance the proposed 
amendment withdraws the transaction from the 

operation of the nonrecognition sections where a 
foreign corporation is a party to the transaction, 
unless prior to the exchange the commissioner is 
satisfied that the transaction does not have as one of 
its principal purposes the avoidance of taxes. It will 
be noted that under this provision a taxpayer acting 
in good faith can ascertain prior to the transaction, 
by submitting his plan to the commissioner, that 
it will not be taxable if carried out in accordance 
with the plan. Of course, if the reorganization or 
the transfer is not carried out in accordance with 
the plan the commissioner’s approval will not render 
the transaction tax free.55

Thus, in 1932, Congress was plain that their concern was 
shareholder tax avoidance via purported non-recognition 
transactions that facilitate sales for cash. The statute swept 
more broadly, but the ruling process allowed a taxpayer to 
prove the absence of a bad principal purpose.

B. Rev. Proc. 68-23
In 1968, the IRS issued procedures articulating when 
the IRS would be so inclined to rule.56 Rev. Proc. 
68-23 demonstrates a keen interest in defending the 
akin-to-a-sale policy staked out by the 1932 Ways and 
Means Committee, but also a perception that other 
policy concerns were also implicated in the context 
of non-recognition transactions involving foreign 
corporations. In addition to addressing scenarios that 
were akin to sales by a U.S. person transferring prop-
erty, including stock, to a foreign corporation, the 
Revenue Procedure addresses, for example, inbound 
and outbound Code Sec. 332 liquidations,57 inbound 
and outbound asset reorganizations58 and foreign to 
foreign asset and stock reorganizations.59 The Revenue 
Procedure, in fact, forms the basis of many Code Sec. 
367 rules we have today.

Rev. Proc. 68-23 defended the akin-to-a-sale policy 
particularly in the context of potential Code Sec. 351 
transactions. It provided that a Code Sec. 351 trans-
fer to a foreign corporation would ordinarily receive 
favorable consideration under Code Sec. 367 where 
the property would be “devoted … to the active con-
duct, in any foreign country, of a trade or business.”60 
However, a list of tainted assets would generally not 
be so treated. The tainted assets included inventory, 
accounts receivable, stock or securities and property 
transferred “under circumstances which make it reason-
able to believe that its sale or other disposition by the 
transferee foreign corporation is one of the principal 
purposes of its transfer.”61
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Rev. Proc. 68-23 does not appear to be concerned with 
any policy relating to domestic corporate base erosion in 
its rules relating to Code Sec. 351 transactions or reorga-
nizations. In significant part, it applies the same rule to 
reorganizations involving a domestic target as it applies to 
reorganizations involving a foreign target. By definition, a 
reorganization involving a foreign target does not raise the 
corporate base erosion concerns relating to an outbound 
acquisition of a domestic target.

Specifically, Rev. Proc. 68-23 provided that a potential 
reorganization involving the acquisition of a domestic 
target by a foreign acquiror would ordinarily receive 
favorable consideration under Code Sec. 367 if imme-
diately after the exchange the former shareholders of the 
domestic target “do not own directly or indirectly … 
more than 50 percent” of the voting power of the foreign 
acquiror.62 On the other hand, the Revenue Procedure 
also appears to specify that where the former share-
holders of the domestic target are in Code Sec. 368(c) 
control (an 80 percent test) of the foreign acquiror 
after the transaction, then a ruling would not ordinar-
ily be granted.63 The rules for a potential reorganization 
involving an acquisition of a foreign target by a foreign 
acquiror are basically the same, except that if the foreign 
acquiror were not a controlled foreign corporation then 
shareholders had to pick up a deemed dividend to the 
extent that Code Sec. 1248 would have so required in 
a taxable sale.64 Since the rules for domestic and foreign 
targets were generally the same, it seems that defending 
against corporate base erosion was not a policy of Rev. 
Proc. 68-23.

C. 1976 Amendment to Code sec. 367
In 1976, Congress amended Code Sec. 367, teasing apart 
Code Sec. 367(a) and 367(b)65 and affirming the concern 
of Code Sec. 367(a) with akin-to-a-sale transactions as well 
as other policy concerns addressed by Rev. Proc. 68-23. 
The 1976 legislative history does not identify base erosion 
of an acquired domestic target as a Congressional concern. 
In discussing the IRS’s ruling practice under the Revenue 
Procedure, the Senate Finance Committee explained the 
concerns involving inbound and outbound transactions 
as follows:

[T]he statutory standard for determining that a trans-
action does not have as one of its principal purposes 
tax avoidance has evolved through administrative 
interpretation into a requirement generally that tax-
free treatment be permitted only if the U.S. tax on 
accumulated earnings and profits (in the case of trans-
fers into the United States by a foreign corporation) or 

if the U.S. tax on the potential earnings from liquid 
or passive investment assets (in the case of transfers 
of property outside the United States) is paid or is 
preserved for future payment.66

The Senate Finance Committee further explained the 
distinction drawn by the 1976 amendment between out-
bound transfers, on the one hand, and inbound or entirely 
foreign transfers, on the other hand:

Transactions in the first group generally include those 
transactions where the statutory aim is to prevent the 
removal of appreciated assets or inventory from U.S. 
tax jurisdiction prior to their sale, while transfers in 
the second group primarily include those where the 
statutory purpose in most cases is to preserve the 
taxation of accumulated profits of controlled foreign 
corporations.67

D. The Kaiser Case
In 1977, the IRS issued an adverse ruling to Kaiser 
Aluminum & Chemical Corp. under Rev. Proc. 68-23 
to the effect that a purported Code Sec. 351 transaction 
involving a contribution of four percent of the stock of 
an Australian alumina processing corporation to another 
Australian corporation in the aluminum business was 
in pursuance of a plan having a principal purpose of tax 
avoidance.68 In 1981, the Tax Court overruled that deci-
sion on the basis that the IRS had not taken into account 
that the foreign acquiror had no intention to sell the 
acquired stock.69

According to the Tax Court, the IRS had applied its 
Revenue Procedure overly rigidly. While it was true 
that the property transferred in the purported Code 
Sec. 351 transaction was stock, a tainted asset under 
the Revenue Procedure, the Tax Court observed that 
the Revenue Procedure itself gave the taxpayer the 
opportunity to “establish that based on all the facts 
and circumstances of the taxpayer’s case,” the taxpayer 
should receive a favorable ruling.70 The transaction in the 
case was intended to provide the Australian transferee 
corporation with an adequate supply of alumina.71 The 
disguised sale concerns of the 1932 Ways and Means 
Committee Report were nowhere at play. Instead of an 
intention for the foreign transferee to sell the transferred 
property, the Australian transferee corporation needed 
the transferred property to conduct its business. The 
IRS disregarded these facts and took the position in 
the case that “when liquid or passive assets (stock or 
securities) are transferred outside the United States, the 
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transfer is presumed to be in pursuance of a plan having 
as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of income 
tax.”72 The IRS argued that it did not matter whether 
the foreign acquiror had an intention to dispose of the 
transferred stock or securities, because the nature of the 
assets proved that there was a tax avoidance purpose.73 
But, the Tax Court disagreed, viewing the stock that was 
transferred as a proxy for operating assets and hence the 
transaction not appropriately viewed as automatically 
for a tax avoidance principal purpose.74

e. 1984 Amendment to Code sec. 367
In 1984, Congress sought to provide greater predict-
ability and administrability than that resulting from the 
principal purpose ruling procedure that had been in the 
statute. Thus, Congress eliminated the ruling procedure 
in favor of an “active trade or business” test modelled on 
Rev. Proc. 68-23. Under the 1984 amendment, the gen-
eral rule under Code Sec. 367(a) was that gain would be 
recognized on outbound transfers. An exception applied 
for property transferred for use by the foreign transferee 
corporation “in the active conduct of a trade or business 
outside the United States.”75

The Ways and Means Committee endorsed Kaiser 
and reinforced the concern of Code Sec. 367(a) as 
relating to transactions that resemble sales. The new 
statutory active trade or business exception was meant 
to cover scenarios where the property transferred was 
not intended to be disposed of by the foreign transferee, 
for example, where the foreign transferee intends to 
integrate its operations with the corporation whose 
stock is transferred:

transfers of stock resembling that in the Kaiser case 
… should fall within the exception under the bill.

The regulations implementing the active trade or 
business exception are also to specify additional cir-
cumstances under which outbound transfers of stock 
may fall within the active trade or business exception. 
Generally, additional circumstances which might 
place a transfer of stock within the exception include 
substantial ownership by the transferee in the corpo-
ration whose stock is transferred, and integration of 
the business activities of that corporation with the 
business activities of the transferee.76

By the same token, the Senate Finance Committee articu-
lated a concept of a gain recognition agreement to guard 
against transactions that did resemble sales:

the IRS should set forth regulations whereby, where 
appropriate, the IRS would not impose tax on the 
transfer of such stock, provided the transferor agrees 
that the stock will not be disposed of by the transferee 
(or any other person) for a substantial period of time 
following the year of the transfer.77

f. notice 87-85
In temporary regulations in 198678 and then in Notice 
87-85,79 the IRS took up the invitation of the 1984 Ways 
and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee to 
articulate rules that provided for gain recognition agree-
ments and otherwise to distinguish between transactions 
where the akin-to-a-sale concern was and was not present.

The 1986 temporary regulations provided that, in the 
case of an acquisition of domestic or foreign stock, trans-
fers by U.S. persons who own in the aggregate 50 percent 
or more of the foreign acquiror immediately after the 
transfer would generally be subject to Code Sec. 367(a)(1) 
gain recognition. In limited circumstances, the regulations 
provided for an “operating asset” exception for domestic 
or foreign stock and an “integrated business” or “same 
country” exception for foreign stock.80

The 1987 Notice, however, rejected the Kaiser 
Aluminum-style exceptions in the 1986 temporary regu-
lations.81 Instead, the Notice relies on concepts that the 
Helen Regulations also rely on, such as gain recognition 
agreements for shareholders owning at least five percent 
in the foreign acquiror and ownership tests in the foreign 
acquiror based on a 50 percent threshold and based on 
ownership by U.S. persons (rather than all persons) pre-
viously owning stock in the target. Under Notice 87-85, 
regulations would provide that, in the case of transfers 
of domestic or foreign stock or securities to a foreign 
acquiror, (a) a U.S. transferor owning less than five per-
cent of the vote and less than five percent of the value of 
the stock of the foreign acquiror immediately after the 
exchange would not be subject to Code Sec. 367(a)(1) 
and did not need to enter into a gain recognition agree-
ment, and (b) a U.S. transferor owning five percent or 
more of the vote or value of the foreign acquiror did 
need to enter into a gain recognition agreement in order 
to avoid Code Sec. 367(a)(1) gain recognition, either a 
five- or 10-year gain recognition agreement depending on 
whether the U.S. transferors in the aggregate owned less 
than 50 percent of the vote and less than 50 percent of 
the value of the stock of the foreign acquiror immediately 
after the exchange.82 Reflecting Code Sec. 367(b) prin-
ciples, however, the above exceptions would not apply to 
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the transfer of foreign target stock by a U.S. shareholder 
unless the U.S. shareholder received stock in a controlled 
foreign corporation in the exchange.83 Moreover, the 
above exceptions would not apply to a transfer of stock 
or securities in a domestic target to a foreign acquiror if 
the U.S. transferor (as distinguished from U.S. transferors 
in the aggregate) owned more than 50 percent of the vote 
or value of the stock of the foreign acquiror immediately 
after the exchange.84

g. notice 94-46 and the 1995 
Regulations
Notice 94-46 marked a watershed. That Notice was the 
first instance in which the IRS sought to protect against 
tax reduction on the part of the domestic target corpora-
tion itself using Code Sec. 367(a).85 In that Notice, as 
mentioned above, the IRS stated that it was “concerned 
that widely-held U.S. companies with foreign subsidiaries 
recently have undertaken restructurings for tax-motivated 
purposes.”86 The Notice makes no mention of subsequent 
sales by a foreign acquiror of the domestic target. Instead, 
the:

restructurings typically involve a transfer of the 
stock of the domestic parent corporation to an exist-
ing foreign subsidiary or a newly-formed foreign 
corporation in exchange for shares of the foreign 
corporation in a transaction intended to qualify 
for nonrecognition treatment under the Code. 
Following the transaction, the former shareholders 
of the domestic corporation own stock of a foreign 
corporation that typically is not a controlled foreign 
corporation (‘CFC’) within the meaning of section 
957 of the Code.87

The Notice lay the groundwork for the Helen Regulations 
stating that regulations would be modified to provide that 
the transfer of stock or securities of a domestic corporation 
by a U.S. person to a foreign corporation would be taxable 
under Code Sec. 367(a)(1) if all U.S. transferors own in 
the aggregate 50 percent or more of either the total voting 
power or total value of the stock of the foreign acquiror 
immediately after the transaction.88 Interestingly, this 
echoes the rule in Rev. Proc. 68-23 in that both turned 
on whether the 50 percent threshold was met by former 
shareholders of the domestic target in the aggregate but 
contrasted with the rule in Notice 87-85 that turned on 
the 50 percent threshold being met by a single shareholder 
of the domestic target. At the time it was issued, Notice 
94-46 was thought to be a stopgap measure.89

Temporary and proposed regulations promulgated in 
1995 implemented the Notice.90 The preamble to those 
regulations emphasized that Notice 94-46 was meant to 
protect against corporate base erosion. According to the 
preamble, the “purpose of Notice 94-46 was to forestall 
outbound transfers that are structured to avoid or that lay 
a foundation for future avoidance of the Internal Revenue 
Code anti-deferral regimes by imposing a shareholder-
level tax on such transfers.”91 Those regulations required 
that the foreign acquiror or its affiliate have been “engaged 
in the active conduct of a trade or business … that is 
substantial in comparison to the trade or business” of the 
domestic target for the 36 months prior to the transac-
tion, concepts that remain in the Helen Regulations we 
have today.92

At the same time, the Helen Regulations we have 
today amply reflect the historic concern of Code Sec. 
367(a) with shareholder tax avoidance. The 50 Percent 
Receipt Test measures ownership by U.S. persons, as 
distinguished from all persons, who were former share-
holders of the domestic target. Likewise, the Control 
Group Test measures ownership by certain types of U.S. 
persons only. The gain recognition agreement concept 
relates plainly to the concern regarding disguised sales 
by domestic target shareholders. The Helen Regulations’ 
aim at corporate base erosion is imprecise, as the regula-
tions seek to cover both shareholder and corporate-level 
concerns at once.

IV. Protections against corporate 
Base Erosion after the helen 
regulations

Subsequent statutes and regulations target corporate 
expatriations with greater focus. Congress evidently 
concluded that the Helen Regulations did not provide 
an adequate deterrent to corporate base erosion via expa-
triations. Commentators have traced the evolution of 
anti-expatriation provisions in response to transactions 
that have occurred or been announced.93 In light of this 
evolution, it is unclear that the Helen Regulations serve 
much remaining purpose. By the same token, certain 
legislative developments shed light on Congressional 
presumptions about shareholder gain recognition in the 
context of corporate expatriations.

A. 2004: Code sec. 7874
In 2004, Congress sought to stem expatriations by 
enacting Code Sec. 7874. At that time, the U.S. federal 
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income tax system provided at least three advantages to 
expatriated former U.S. multinationals: reducing tax on 
historic foreign earnings, reducing tax on future foreign 
earnings and reducing tax on U.S. source earnings.94 As 
to historic foreign earnings, earnings of foreign subsid-
iary corporations of U.S. multinationals were generally 
not taxed until or unless such earnings were repatriated 
to the United States.95 Thus, U.S. multinationals built 
up significant amounts of cash in foreign subsidiaries. 
The United States would impose tax, generally under 
Code Sec. 301, upon a distribution from the foreign 
subsidiary, subject to a foreign tax credit under Code 
Sec. 902. Potentially, if the former U.S. parent were 
itself owned by a foreign parent, then access to the cash 
in the foreign subsidiaries of the U.S. parent could be 
obtained without U.S. federal income tax. By the same 
token, future foreign earnings might also not become 
subject to U.S. federal income tax if the former U.S. 
parent were owned by a foreign parent as such earnings 
could potentially be earned underneath the new for-
eign parent, rather than under the former U.S. parent. 
Finally, with a foreign parent, the former U.S. parent 
could potentially make deductible payments, such as 
interest payments, to the new foreign parent or a foreign 
subsidiary (a sister to the former U.S. parent) of the 
new foreign parent.96

The legislative history is plain that Congress intended 
Code Sec. 7874 to impede expatriations covered by the 
statute that have these tax results. Moreover, in relation 
to the enactment of Code Sec. 7874, the Conference 
Committee alluded to the inefficacy of Code Sec. 367(a), 
and therefore the Helen Regulations, in stemming 
inversions:

In stock inversions, the U.S. shareholders generally 
recognize gain (but not loss) under section 367(a), 
based on the difference between the fair market 
value of the foreign corporation shares received and 
the adjusted basis of the domestic corporation stock 
exchanged. To the extent that a corporation’s share 
value has declined, and/or it has many foreign or 
tax-exempt shareholders, the impact of this section 
367(a) ‘‘toll charge” is reduced.97

Notably, the Senate version of Code Sec. 7874 would 
have applied if former shareholders of the domestic tar-
get owned more than 50 percent of the foreign acquiror 
by reason of holding stock in the domestic target.98 The 
statute instead applies at 60 percent.

Code Sec. 7874 provides that if a domestic target 
corporation99 is acquired by a foreign corporation and 
the former shareholders of the domestic target corpora-
tion own at least 80 percent of the foreign acquiror by 
vote or value by reason of holding stock in the domestic 
target, then (unless the group satisfies a “substantial 
business activities” test, which under regulations is 
very difficult to satisfy) the inversion fails. The foreign 
acquiror is treated as a domestic corporation for U.S. 
federal income tax purposes. Moreover, Code Sec. 7874 
provides that if former shareholders of the domestic 
target own at least 60 percent, but less than 80 percent, 
of the foreign acquiror by reason of holding stock in 
the domestic target, then (unless the substantial busi-
ness activities test is satisfied) the taxable income of the 
domestic corporation for a 10-year period following the 
transaction shall be no less than the “inversion gain” 
(generally income or gain recognized by reason of a 
transfer or license of property of the domestic target to 
a foreign related person) of the domestic target. In such 
case, net operating losses may not be used to offset gain 
or income on such related-party transfers or licenses 
that would move value out of the domestic target to 
the new foreign parent or a foreign subsidiary of the 
new foreign parent.

Over time, the IRS has interpreted Code Sec. 7874 
broadly creating increased regulatory impediments to 
expatriations.100

B. 2004: Code sec. 4985
Code Sec. 4985, enacted along with Code Sec. 7874, 
was part of a package aimed at corporate base erosion. 
Although Code Sec. 4985 generally receives less attention 
than Code Sec. 7874 both from commentators and in the 
transaction context, it arguably provides greater clues as 

Whichever choice is made, the 
Helen Regulations should be 
replaced with regulations that 
taxpayers are able to apply without 
a ruling and that are more closely 
targeted to the policies that they 
are intended to protect, whether 
shareholder gain, corporate base 
erosion or both. 
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to Congress’ thinking about the Helen Regulations than 
does Code Sec. 7874.

In enacting Code Sec. 4985, Congress sought to harmo-
nize the treatment of senior management holding stock-
based compensation with the treatment of shareholders. 
The House Report contrasted the prior law treatment of 
holders of stock-based compensation with the treatment 
of shareholders: “Shareholders are generally required to 
recognize gain upon stock inversion transactions. An 
inversion transaction is generally not a taxable event for 
holders of stock options and other stock-based compen-
sation.”101 And, in explaining the reasons for change, the 
House Report stated:

The Committee believes that certain inversion 
transactions are a means of avoiding U.S. tax and 
should be curtailed. The Committee is concerned 
that, while shareholders are generally required 
to recognize gain upon stock inversion transac-
tions, executives holding stock options and certain 
stock-based compensation are not taxed upon such 
transactions. Since such executives are often instru-
mental in deciding whether to engage in inversion 
transactions, the Committee believes that, upon 
certain inversion transactions, it is appropriate to 
impose an excise tax on certain executives hold-
ing stock options and stock-based compensation. 
Because shareholders are taxed at the capital gains 
rate upon inversion transactions, the Committee 
believes that it is appropriate to impose the excise 
tax at an equivalent rate.102

Consistent with the above legislative history, Code Sec. 
4985 only applies if two requirements are met. There 
must be an “expatriated corporation” and shareholder 
gain recognition. That is, for Code Sec. 4985 to apply, 
there must be a domestic target corporation such that 
former shareholders of the domestic target own at least 
60 percent of the foreign acquiror by reason of holding 
stock in the domestic target. And, under Code Sec. 
4985(c), for Code Sec. 4985 to apply, it must be the 
case that “gain (if any) on any stock in such corporation 
is recognized in whole or part by any shareholder” by 
reason of the acquisition of the domestic target by the 
foreign acquiror.103

One could argue that such legislative history and the 
dependence of Code Sec. 4985 on shareholder gain rec-
ognition reflect an endorsement of the Helen Regulations, 
as the Helen Regulations result in the recognition of gain 
referenced in Code Sec. 4985(c). Bolstering the argument 

is the fact that Congress amended Code Sec. 4985 in 2017, 
increasing the rate of the excise tax from 15 percent to the 
long-term capital gain rate of 20 percent, thus matching 
the excise tax rate to the rate of tax generally applicable 
to shareholders recognizing gain under Code Sec. 367(a)
(1). At the same time, when amending Code Sec. 4985 
in 2017 to match the excise rate to the long-term capital 
gain rate, Congress did not touch the requirement in Code 
Sec. 4985(c) that shareholders recognize gain in order for 
Code Sec. 4985 to apply.

But, the argument that Code Sec. 4985 reflects an 
endorsement of the Helen Regulations is likely too 
quick or too broad. Code Sec. 367(a)(1) results in 
gain recognition, and Code Sec. 367(a)(5) authorizes 
the Secretary to provide exceptions under regula-
tions. While Code Sec. 4985 suggests that Congress 
believes gain should be recognized by shareholders 
in certain expatriations in order to protect against 
corporate base erosion, it does not mean that 
Congress agrees with the lines drawn in the Helen 
Regulations, lines that stemmed from concerns 
around shareholder tax avoidance and lines that were 
drawn when the IRS had fewer arrows in the quiver 
to combat corporate base erosion. By virtue of its 
reference to an “expatriated corporation,” Code Sec. 
4985 only applies if the former shareholders of the 
domestic target own at least 60 percent of the foreign 
acquiror by reason of the acquisition. The Helen 
Regulations apply if any of several 50 percent tests 
are met. Congress cannot be said to have endorsed, 
via Code Sec. 4985, shareholder gain recognition 
in scenarios where there would be no expatriated 
corporation.

Indeed, Code Sec. 4985 arguably implies that 
shareholder gain recognition should occur in only a 
subset of cases involving an expatriated corporation, 
because Code Sec. 4985 requires both an expatriated 
corporation and shareholder gain recognition. If those 
requirements were co-extensive, there would have been 
no reason to include the shareholder gain require-
ment. But, that argument is not entirely dispositive, 
as one could argue, to the contrary, that Congress did 
not express a view, in enacting Code Sec. 4985, as to 
whether shareholders should recognize gain in cases 
not involving an expatriated corporation and that it 
included both requirements (expatriated corporation 
and shareholder gain recognition) to ensure that stock-
based compensation holders would not be treated any 
worse than shareholders. The implications of Code 
Sec. 4985 in terms of where the line should be drawn 
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for shareholder gain recognition under Code Sec. 367 
are thus unclear.

C. 2016: Code sec. 385 Regulations
The IRS sought to deter U.S. earnings stripping directly 
with regulations under Code Sec. 385 proposed in 
April 2016 and finalized in October 2016.104 Of those 
regulations, the most significant were rules overriding 
the Kraft case.105 Kraft had confirmed that debt issued 
as a dividend by a corporation to its shareholder could 
be respected as debt.106 The Code Sec. 385 regula-
tions instead generally treat debt issued as a dividend 
to a related party as stock for U.S. federal income tax 
purposes.107 Those rules made earnings stripping in 
the context of an expatriation more difficult (as well as 
making it more difficult in other cases involving foreign-
parented multinationals), as, prior to the regulations, a 
debt dividend or similar transaction could potentially 
result in intercompany debt owing from the domestic 
target to the foreign acquiror or a foreign subsidiary of 
the foreign acquiror.

D. 2017: Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
The implications for corporate expatriations of the enact-
ment of the TCJA on December 22, 2017, have yet to be 
fully understood, but it is clear that the TCJA changed 
fundamental aspects of the U.S. federal income taxation 
of cross-border investments and transactions. In certain 
respects, the TCJA made the United States more palatable 
to multinationals than it had been. The TCJA reduced 
the corporate income tax rate from 35 percent to 21 per-
cent, adopted aspects of a territorial regime such as Code 
Sec. 245A generally exempting dividends from a foreign 
subsidiary to a U.S. parent108 and provided a deduction 
for certain exports in Code Sec. 250. By the same token, 
the TCJA made a foreign-parented structure less desir-
able than it had been by, for example, enacting Code Sec. 
59A, the so-called “Base Erosion and Anti-Abuse Tax” 
or “BEAT,” a minimum tax on deductible payments to 
foreign affiliates. Although Code Sec. 59A in form applies 
to U.S. multinationals as well, it is more likely to affect 
foreign multinationals, as U.S. multinationals are unlikely 
to make the types of payments that Code Sec. 59A covers, 
as such payments would generally be subject to Subpart 
F. The TCJA amendments to Code Sec. 163(j), limiting 
interest deductions generally to 30 percent of adjusted 
taxable income, are by their terms, like Code Sec. 59A, 
equally applicable to U.S. and foreign multinationals but 
have additional bite in the case of foreign multination-
als, as they pose a limit to earnings stripping that might 

otherwise have occurred. Thus, the TCJA undercut certain 
tax advantages of expatriations by reducing the rate on 
domestic earnings, especially exports, impeding earnings 
stripping and facilitating repatriations of cash from foreign 
subsidiaries.

The TCJA was not all good news for U.S. multina-
tionals as it enacted the so-called “Global Intangible 
Low-Taxed Income” or “GILTI” regime of Code Secs. 
951A and 250, an inclusion system for U.S. sharehold-
ers of controlled foreign corporations. Code Sec. 951A 
does not generally apply to foreign subsidiaries of a 
foreign parent corporation. Code Sec. 951A means that 
the new system is not fully territorial, as a U.S. parent 
corporation is taxed on certain income of its controlled 
foreign corporations regardless of whether such income 
is repatriated.

The TCJA contained several provisions specifically 
targeting corporate expatriations. First, if a 10 percent 
U.S. shareholder expatriates within 10 years of enactment 
of the TCJA, Code Sec. 965(l) requires recapture of the 
Code Sec. 965(c) deduction that would otherwise have 
ameliorated the one-time tax under Code Sec. 965.

Second, Code Sec. 1(h)(11)(C)(iii)(II) prevents divi-
dends from a foreign corporation from qualifying as quali-
fied dividend income eligible for a reduced tax rate if the 
foreign corporation makes an acquisition of a domestic 
target covered by Code Sec. 7874 after the enactment 
of the TCJA. This change does seem like a potentially 
powerful deterrent to expatriations in that it applies for 
all time to dividends from the foreign acquiror and there 
is no evident way to make shareholders whole for the 
detriment. Further, it is notable that Congress chose to 
impose a tax on shareholders in the context of seeking to 
deter corporate expatriations. This seems to be an example 
of rough justice. One could argue that, likewise, Congress 
might not be troubled by the Helen Regulations’ imposi-
tion of tax on shareholders with an aim to deter corporate 
level tax avoidance.

Third, Code Sec. 59A(d)(4) applies the BEAT to the cost 
of goods sold (as well as deductible payments) to foreign 
related parties in the case of an acquisition covered by 
Code Sec. 7874 after November 9, 2017.

Fourth, as discussed, the Code Sec. 4985 excise tax on 
stock compensation of officers, directors and large holders 
was increased to 20 percent from 15 percent.

Given this changed landscape, the Helen Regulations 
no longer serve as a primary bulwark against the erosion 
of the corporate tax base via expatriations.

The TCJA also repealed Code Sec. 367(a)(3), which, 
as discussed above in Part III.E., had provided generally 
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that outbound transfers of property to be used by the 
foreign transferee corporation in an active trade or 
business were not subject to the usual gain recognition 
requirement of Code Sec. 367(a)(1). Repeal of Code 
Sec. 367(a)(3) appears to stem from a special policy 
goal relating to foreign branches of U.S. taxpayers. 
Specifically, it has long been a concern that a taxpayer 
would conduct a foreign business in branch form in the 
early years when deductions are plentiful, the taxpayer 
would take those deductions to reduce the taxpayer’s 
taxable income and then, when the business turns 
profitable, the taxpayer would transfer the business 
to a foreign corporation such that income is earned in 
the foreign corporation without U.S. tax. Old Code 
Sec. 367(a)(3)(C) addressed that concern by provid-
ing that the taxpayer would recognize gain, up to the 
amount of such deductible losses, on a transfer of the 
foreign branch to a foreign corporation.109 Perhaps 
acknowledging that the policy relating to previously 
deducted losses of foreign branches differs from the 
policy discussed in Part III above relating to avoidance 
of tax on disguised sales through a foreign corporation, 
Congress repealed Code Sec. 367(a)(3) entirely, thus 
imposing gain recognition on the transferor without 
regard to intended foreign use of the incorporated 
assets, and enacted a loss recapture rule in Code Sec. 
91 that causes the transferor to recapture any deduc-
tions in excess of the amount of gain recognized on 
the transfer. Thus, under current law, losses are recap-
tured without a limitation based on the gain realized 
by the transferor.110 These changes are consistent with 
the overall thrust of Code Sec. 367(a) as addressing a 
concern with disguised sales by shareholders, while at 
the same time demonstrating that Code Sec. 367(a) 
may be used for other policy goals as well, here a policy 
regarding previously deducted losses.

V. What to Do with the helen 
regulations

As mentioned above, modernization of the Helen 
Regulations should be informed by considerations of 
Congressional intent, the regulations’ efficacy in the real 
world as a deterrent, and the costs of misaligning policy 
and rule. The Helen Regulations as currently in effect 
do not score well on these parameters, as demonstrated 
above.

At least three conceptual redirections of the Helen 
Regulations present themselves.

One approach would treat a foreign acquiror as if it 
were domestic for purposes of Code Sec. 367(a)(1). That 
is, this approach would eliminate Code Sec. 367(a)(1) 
gain recognition in the case of a transfer of a domestic 
target to a foreign acquiror. This approach would be 
premised on the idea that both the concern about share-
holders engaging in transactions that resemble sales and 
the corporate base erosion concern have been addressed 
by other rules.

In the case of shareholders’ transactions resembling sales, 
Subpart F, the passive foreign investment company regime 
and, most recently, Code Sec. 951A all tamp down on 
shareholders’ abilities to engage in a sale by funneling the 
appreciated asset through a foreign corporation. And, in 
the public company context, the concern is particularly 
attenuated as shareholders would not generally have the 
ability to cause the public company to engage in such a 
transaction. Moreover, the reorganization and tax-free 
spin-off rules have been considerably tightened, and Code 
Sec. 7874 has been enacted, since the House Ways and 
Means Committee outlined the abusive transaction it was 
concerned about in 1932, all of which impede the ability 
of shareholders to engage in disguised sales via transfers 
to foreign corporations, apart from any impact of Code 
Sec. 367(a).

As to the corporate base erosion concern, as discussed 
above in Part IV, numerous legislative and regulatory 
developments since 1994 have countered corporate 
expatriations. It is possible that Code Sec. 367(a) may 
continue to have a deterrent effect in a small subset of 
cases, for example, where a significant shareholder of 
the domestic target has very low tax basis, such as in 
the case of a founder of a corporation. But, it is debat-
able whether the Helen Regulations should be retained 

Insofar as a variation of the Helen 
Regulations continues to monitor 
against corporate base erosion, 
it would likely be desirable to 
conform the Helen Regulations in 
relevant part to the Code Sec. 7874 
regulations.
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in their current form to guard against such a narrow 
subset of cases.

A second approach would be to conform the Code 
Sec. 367(a)(1) treatment of transfers of domestic stock 
to the treatment of transfers of foreign stock. Under Reg. 
§1.367(a)-3(b), a transfer of foreign stock or securities by a 
U.S. person to a foreign corporation that would otherwise 
be subject to Code Sec. 367(a)(1) is not subject to Code 
Sec. 367(a)(1) if either the U.S. person owns less than 
five percent of the foreign acquiror immediately after the 
transfer or enters into a five-year gain recognition agree-
ment as provided in Reg. §1.367-8. The logic for this 
approach would be that the shareholder tax avoidance 
concern continues to need support and that the rule for 
foreign stock or securities strikes the right balance. Also a 
premise of this approach would be that the regime now has 
sufficient protections against corporate base erosion. By 
definition, transfers of foreign stock or securities generally 
do not implicate corporate base erosion of the transferred 
corporation because the transferred corporation is foreign, 
not a domestic taxpayer.

Interestingly, Code Sec. 367 itself treats transfers of 
foreign stock and securities differently from transfers of 
domestic stock and securities. Code Sec. 367(a)(2) specifi-
cally contemplates an exception to Code Sec. 367(a)(1) 
for transfers of foreign target stock and securities, except as 
provided in regulations. The significance of this statutory 
language is unclear, though. As to concerns about share-
holders engaging in disguised sales, it would seem that 
appreciated domestic stock and foreign stock are on about 
the same footing. Thus, it is not clear from that perspec-
tive why the statute treats them differently. Another argu-
ment could be that the existence of Code Sec. 367(a)(2)  
implies a corporate tax base erosion concern implicit in 
Code Sec. 367(a)(1). Granting that shareholder tax avoid-
ance policies could well be the same in the case of foreign 
and domestic target stock, arguably the only other policy 
concern is at the corporate level. But, this probably reads 
too much into Code Sec. 367(a)(2). A variant of Code 
Sec. 367(a)(2) has been in the Code since at least 1976111 
at which time it does not appear that Congress had cor-
porate base erosion in mind. It seems likely instead that 
in 1976 Congress believed that Code Sec. 367(b) would 
cover the key concerns relating to ownership of foreign 
corporations. Since Congress authorized regulations to 
define the scope of both Code Sec. 367(a)(1) and (2), 
it does not seem of great significance that the statute 
discusses transfers of foreign stock separately nor does 
it seem an impediment to the approach of conforming 

the treatment of transfers of domestic stock to transfers 
of foreign stock.

Indeed, this conforming approach has significant merit. 
The practical effect of the Helen Regulations in deterring 
expatriations seems weak. Further, the approach would 
more accurately target transactions that raise concerns 
about shareholder tax avoidance. When Code Sec. 
367(a) was the only arrow in the quiver for the IRS, it 
was understandable that the IRS would implement it to 
deter expatriations. But, now, the Helen Regulations may 
not be worth the candle. Imposing shareholder tax under 
Code Sec. 367(a) in order to impede base erosion by the 
domestic target creates a mismatch. As the law evolves, it 
should move toward improved alignment between poli-
cies and rules.112 Here, that would suggest the approach 
of focusing the Helen Regulations on the shareholder 
gain concern.

A third approach would be to conform the Helen 
Regulations to Code Sec. 7874 in the sense that 
shareholder gain recognition could turn on whether 
Code Sec. 7874 applies. As discussed above, Code 
Sec. 7874 generally turns on a 60 percent ownership 
threshold. In general, under this approach, the details 
and mechanics of calculating whether the 60 percent 
threshold has been met would be the same for Code 
Sec. 367(a) purposes as under Code Sec. 7874. While 
there would be special rules for five percent sharehold-
ers as there are in the Helen Regulations, the general 
shareholder gain recognition rule would be the same 
as the test whether Code Sec. 7874 applies.113 This 
approach is something of a hybrid. It acknowledges 
shareholder gain policy concerns by keeping in place 
a gain recognition agreement for five percent share-
holders but recognizes that shareholder gain concerns 
are not significant in the case of smaller shareholders. 
Meanwhile, it tips its hat to legislative history that 
appears to presuppose that shareholder gain would be 
recognized in at least certain cases covered by Code 
Sec. 7874.

Whichever choice is made, the Helen Regulations 
should be replaced with regulations that taxpayers 
are able to apply without a ruling and that are more 
closely targeted to the policies that they are intended 
to protect, whether shareholder gain, corporate base 
erosion or both. Insofar as a variation of the Helen 
Regulations continues to monitor against corporate 
base erosion, it would likely be desirable to conform 
the Helen Regulations in relevant part to the Code Sec. 
7874 regulations.
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